27.4.18
WALT write an alternative story.

Iron Man's story

One magical day, Iron Man and his tiny, round friend were playing the floor is lava. The floor is lava," shouted Hogarth then all of a sudden the tinglying brave Iron Man saw some metal. Seconds later he ran to the bus station and started eating the crunchy, hard metal. Then just no time at all an tremendous train came to carry him. The lights were on and the train was driving so quick and Iron Man was giving the train tracks so slowly, Hogarth shouted "No stop!" but he was not listening. When Iron Man was finished giving the train track the train past Iron Man but he was not behind. Soon after when they were walking to Hogarth house they heard a whistling noise. What's that said Hogarth? I do not Iron Man. It was an signal.
17.4.18
WALT use commands to plan a journey.

Instructions for Iron Man

1. Cross slowly over the wooden stepping stones because you might fall down.

2. Step carefully over the mountains because water you might slip.

3. Walk quickly through the cave because otherwise you'll get caught by the bears.

4. Pass bravely around the creepy dragon or he is going to eat you.

5. Leap quietly through the Whet City because he needs to get home fast.

6. Go to the junkyard
Iron Man needs to find his way from the sea to the farm. He bravely jumps over the wooden bridge. He quietly walks across the narrow cave. He carefully balances on the stepping stones. He safely walks over the long cane. He bravely leaps across the enormous stones.
25.4.18

WALT: Write an alternative story.

PT: AA: 

Iron Man to the rescue!

One relaxing five-day holiday, munching and crunching his scrumptious breakfast. In no time at all, Iron Man’s noisy alarm went off, and the robot said that a humongous meteor was going to crash on Earth. Iron Man put on his super rocket back pack and flew off bravely. When Iron Man was at the city, the terrifying meteor was about to hit Earth, but luckily, Iron Man ran as quick as a flash to catch the powerful meteor and threw it into deep space and back. Someone asked, “How did you do that?” Everyone cheered and said, “Way!” Iron Man was very proud of himself and the people gave Iron Man a whole bunch of metal, and he could eat the metal whenever he wanted. How lucky he was!
WALT: Write instructions.

1. Dive in the deep, dark water.
2. Carefully leap on the dangerous stepping stones.
3. Slowly walk on the wiggly bridge.
4. Cautionously climb the tall cliff.
5. Crawl in the dark, sleepy cave.
6. Jump into the giant mountain of metal.

Questions:
- He saw a grey huge giant that was sitting there lonely. Where did he come from?
- I am Iron Man! Can you help me get some food? I am starving. I said, “Don't worry, follow my instructions.”

Commands:
- Well done, Rodrigo!
Iron Man to the rescue!

One bright sunny day, IM was sitting in the messy garden eating an ice cream. Suddenly, a loud noise could be heard. IM was shocked. "What's that?" he asked. His ice cream melted with a *bang*.

IM ran up to the Queen's private jet and used his red, sparkly hand to open the door. The Queen was inside, looking worried. IM said, "Don't worry, Queen. It's nothing!"

The Queen was relieved and said, "Thank you, IM. You're the best hero ever!"

---

Excellent story, Magdalena!